Introduction {#s1}
============

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD), encoded by the *G6PD* gene on chromosome X, is an enzyme that acts to control oxidative damage in red blood cells. G6PD deficiency is a common human genetic condition with many allelic variants causing different levels of enzyme deficiency, so that in some individuals it is asymptomatic whereas in others it can cause severe haemolytic anaemia ([@bib2]; [@bib4]; [@bib3]; [@bib36]). The geographical distribution of G6PD deficiency corresponds to regions of the world where malaria is endemic, or has been in the relatively recent past, and it has been estimated that approximately 350 million people living in malaria-endemic countries are affected ([@bib1]; [@bib38]; [@bib20]).

It was proposed over half a century ago, and is now widely accepted, that G6PD deficiency has risen to high frequency in malaria-endemic regions because it confers some level of resistance to malaria ([@bib1]; [@bib29]). Evolutionary support for this hypothesis is provided by haplotype and sequence analyses indicating that *G6PD* variants have evolved independently, at a frequency that is inconsistent with random genetic drift, and over a period of time that is consistent with the estimated time since the emergence of malaria ([@bib57]; [@bib45]; [@bib46]; [@bib63]; [@bib47]).

Although there is a large body of circumstantial evidence to suggest that G6PD deficiency confers resistance to malaria, there has been much debate about the precise nature of the protective effect. This is partly due to the genetic complexity of the locus, being X-linked with multiple deficiency alleles with the result that it has extensive allelic and phenotypic heterogeneity, and also to the fact that clinical and epidemiological studies have appeared to give conflicting results. An early study concluded that G6PD deficiency protects against *P. falciparum* malaria in heterozygous females ([@bib5]) and this is supported by a number of more recent studies ([@bib33]; [@bib51]; [@bib29]; [@bib34]; [@bib60]). However other studies have indicated that the protective effect is present in both heterozygous females and hemizygous males ([@bib44]; [@bib9]; [@bib49]) or that it is confined to hemizygous G6PD-deficient males ([@bib14]), or that there are no protective effects at all ([@bib22]; [@bib58]).

The question of whether G6PD deficiency confers resistance to severe malaria, i.e. to life-threatening complications of *P. falciparum* infection, was recently examined in a multi-centre case-control study of much larger sample size than previous studies ([@bib31]). Standardised clinical definitions were used to categorise cases of severe malaria into sub-phenotypes, the main ones being cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. It was found that both female heterozygotes and male hemizygotes for the main African form of G6PD deficiency (encoded by the derived allele of rs1050828 (*G6PD c.*202C\>T)) had reduced risk of cerebral malaria, but this benefit was offset by increased risk of severe malarial anaemia in male hemizygotes and female homozygotes. By contrast, the sickle cell trait and blood group O were very strongly associated with reduced risk of both cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia in the same samples. ([@bib31], [@bib32]). G6PD deficiency thus appears to have a more complex mode of action than other malaria-resistance factors, reducing the risk of some life-threatening complications of *P. falciparum* infection, but increasing the risk of others.

The present study had two main aims. The first aim was to perform a more comprehensive analysis of how an individual's level of G6PD deficiency affects the risk of severe malaria in general, and of cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia in particular. Previously published data are restricted to specific G6PD-deficient alleles, and do not consider the great allelic heterogeneity of this locus, or the fact that some allelic variants cause much more severe loss of G6PD enzyme function than others ([@bib4]; [@bib36]). We therefore surveyed a broad range of G6PD-deficient alleles, using the World Health Organisation (WHO) system that classifies known allelic variants into different levels of severity according to the amount of enzyme function that is lost ([@bib66]). The second aim of the study was to explore evolutionary and epidemiological models that are based on these new findings to re-examine the hypothesis that *P. falciparum* malaria is a major force for balancing selection of *G6PD*.

Results {#s2}
=======

Study population {#s2-1}
----------------

Individuals with severe *P. falciparum* malaria and population controls were recruited in Burkina Faso, Cameroon, The Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Nigeria, Tanzania, Vietnam and Papua New Guinea as described elsewhere ([@bib30], [@bib31]). After data curation and quality control, this analysis included 11,871 cases of severe malaria and 16,889 population controls. ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary files 1A,B](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A total of 3,359 individuals had cerebral malaria only, 2,184 had severe malarial anaemia only, 741 had both cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia, and 5,587 cases fulfilled other WHO criteria for severe malaria ([@bib64]). All of the severe malaria cases recruited in Africa were children: the median age of those with severe malarial anaemia was 1.8 years (interquartile range \[IQR\] 1.0--3.0) and that of those with cerebral malaria, 3.4 years (2.1--5.8). These differences in age, and variations in clinical patterns of disease at different geographical locations, were consistent with previous reports ([@bib52]; [@bib53], [@bib54]; [@bib37]; [@bib39]; [@bib35]; [@bib41]; [@bib43]; [@bib21]; [@bib40]; [@bib56]). The overall case fatality rate was 10%.10.7554/eLife.15085.002Table 1.Clinical phenotype case counts, percentage of fatalities and descriptive statistics. Numbers are given for cases and controls of all severe malaria by study site, with the percentage of case fatalities shown in parentheses. Cases are further divided into those with cerebral malaria, severe malarial anaemia, both cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia, and other severe malaria. Percentage of males refers to cases and controls. CM, cerebral malaria; SMA, severe malarial anaemia.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.002](10.7554/eLife.15085.002)Study siteCase and control counts (% fatality)% malesAge in years (IQR)CMSMACM and SMAOther severe malariaTotal casesTotal controlsCMSMAAll severe malariaControls\*Gambia815 (26)470 (5)139 (24)1,082 (7)2,506 (14)3,28151.24.5 (3--7)2.3 (1.5--3.9)3.8 (2.2--5.9)0Mali78 (27)182 (8)69 (22)107 (12)436 (15)32853.35 (3.5--7.2)2 (1.2--3.4)3 (1.7--5)3 (2--5)Burkina Faso107 (20)38 (11)20 (20)681 (1)846 (5)72154.04 (3--6)2.8 (2--4)3.8 (2--6)3 (2--4)Ghana (Navrongo)21 (24)244 (2)14 (36)389 (3)668 (4)19756.71.8 (1.1--2.4)1.1 (0.8--1.8)1.3 (0.9--2)1.2 (0.8--1.7)Ghana (Kumasi)230 (10)548 (2)76 (13)635 (2)1,489 (4)2,02752.22.5 (1.5--4)1.3 (0.8--2.5)2 (1--3.7)0Nigeria6 (17)7 (14)0 (0)64 (2)77 (4)4057.01.7 (1--5.6)2.2 (1.6--4.5)3 (1.6--4)2.6 (1.1--3.9)Cameroon39 (18)82 (7)8 (50)493 (2)622 (5)57660.73 (1.4--4.2)2 (1.2--3.5)2.1 (1.2--4)21 (7.5--28)Kenya901 (13)158 (8)213 (16)972 (8)2,244 (11)3,93550.92.6 (1.6--3.8)1.8 (1--3)2.2 (1.2--3.6)0.5 (0.4--0.7)Tanzania34 (41)179 (4)28 (29)186 (11)427 (11)45549.02.3 (1.7--3.8)1.5 (0.9--2.5)1.7 (1.1--2.7)2.9 (2.1--3.9)Malawi875 (15)129 (7)157 (20)219 (27)1380 (17)2,58252.03 (2--4.7)2.2 (1.1--3.1)2.8 (1.8--4.2)0Vietnam209 (18)31 (6)8 (12)545 (9)793 (11)2,50558.630 (22--42)24 (17.5--37.5)29 (22--41)0Papua New Guinea44 (5)116 (2)9 (11)214 (1)383 (2)24255.33.8 (2.6--5)2.2 (1.3--3.2)2.9 (2.1--4.3)3.3 (2.2--4.8)Total3,359 (18)2,184 (5)741 (20)5,587 (6)11,871 (10)16,88953.13.4 (2.1--5.8)1.8 (1--3)2.8 (1.5--5)0 (0--0.7)[^1]

Survey of G6PD variation in the study population {#s2-2}
------------------------------------------------

We identified a set of 70 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of functional or genetic relevance in a 560 kb region spanning the *G6PD* locus and part of the overlapping *IKBKG* gene (encoding Inhibitor of Kappa Light Polypeptide Gene Enhancer in B-Cells) (see Materials and methods). Of these, five SNPs failed quality control and six were monomorphic ([Supplementary file 1C](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The remaining 59 SNPs showed variation in allele frequency between study sites, with a median F~ST~ of 0.024 (range 0 to 0.67). Fifteen SNPs expressed phenotypically deficient G6PD activity according to the WHO classification system ([@bib4]; [@bib36]) , in which class I represents the most severe deficiency mutation and class IV the least ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The most common deficiency haplotype in sub-Saharan Africa, often referred to as G6PD A--, is composed of derived alleles at class III variant rs1050828 (G6PD c.202C\>T, here referred to as G6PD+202) and class IV variant rs1050829 (G6PD c.376T\>C, here referred to as G6PD+376). These two alleles, here referred to as G6PD+202T and G6PD+376C, were observed at all of the African study sites in strong linkage disequilibrium, with average allele frequencies of 15% and 39%, respectively, but neither was present in Papua New Guinea or Vietnam. Four other deficiency alleles were observed at \>1% frequency in specific populations: the class III variant rs76723693 (G6PD c.968T\>C) and the class II variant rs5030872 (G6PD c.542A\>T) had deficiency allele frequencies of 7% and 1.5%, respectively, in The Gambia; and the class II variants rs137852327 and rs78365220 had deficiency allele frequencies of 1.4% and 3.7%, respectively, in Papua New Guinea. All of other G6PD deficiency alleles observed in this study were at \<1% frequency in all populations. The only class I deficiency allele was at CM973154, where it was present in just three Gambian individuals.10.7554/eLife.15085.003Table 2.WHO-classified G6PD deficiency alleles observed in this study. Locus refers to GRCh37, dbSNP137 and Ensembl build 84. WHO refers to grade of G6PD deficiency based on the WHO classification scheme. Allele frequency is calculated in population controls. GM Gambia; ML, Mali; BF, Burkina Faso; GH-N, Ghana (Noguchi); GH-K, Ghana (Kumasi); NG Nigeria; CM, Cameroon; KY, Kenya; TZ, Tanzania; MW, Malawi; VN, Vietnam; PNG, Papua New Guinea.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.003](10.7554/eLife.15085.003)SNPLocusBase changeWHOAllele frequencyGMMLBFGH-NGH-KNGCMKYTZMWVNPNGCM973154153760261A/CI0.00040.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0000rs72554665153760484C/AII0.00040.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00550.0000CM920290153760605G/AII0.00020.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00140.0028rs137852342153761184G/AIII0.00000.00200.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00140.0000rs76723693153761240968T\>CIII0.06950.00820.00090.00000.00030.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0000rs137852327153761337C/TII0.00060.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00960.0141CM014189153761820T/AII0.00040.00000.00000.00000.00080.00000.00000.00040.00000.00000.00000.0000rs137852328153762340680G\>TIII0.00020.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0000rs137852330153762605G/AII0.00040.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00030.0000rs5030868153762634563G\>AII0.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00030.00000.00000.00000.0085rs5030872153762655542A\>TII0.01450.00410.00090.00000.00030.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0000CM970547153763462G/AII0.00080.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0000rs78365220153763485A/GII0.00020.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0366rs1050829153763492376T\>CIV0.32060.41320.41860.44760.42670.55740.34290.40600.37870.39200.00000.0000rs1050828153764217202C\>TIII0.02730.16160.14470.17130.18470.31670.10750.19300.20710.19880.00000.0000

Analysis of association with individual variants {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------

As reported previously ([@bib31]), G6PD+202T was associated with an increased risk of severe malarial anaemia (odds ratio \[OR\] = 1.18, p = 7.5x10^−5^) and a decreased risk of cerebral malaria (OR = 0.91, p = 7.2x10^−3^) in males and females combined under an additive genetic model ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary files 1D--F](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Increased risk of severe malarial anaemia was observed in male hemizygotes (OR = 1.48, p = 6.6x10^−5^) and female homozygotes (OR = 1.86, p = 3.4x10^−3^); and there was a trend for decreased risk of cerebral malaria in male hemizygotes (OR = 0.82, p = 0.02) and female heterozygotes (OR = 0.87, p = 0.05).10.7554/eLife.15085.004Table 3.G6PD+202 best model association test results. p values and odds ratios, with 95% confidence interval, for association at G6PD+202 with all cases of severe malaria and with the two sub-types cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia, for all samples combined and separately for males and females. Results are shown for all sites combined and are adjusted for sickle-cell trait, ethnicity and sex.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.004](10.7554/eLife.15085.004)SampleCase phenotypeCase frequency\*Control frequency\*Model^†^Model OR (95% CI)PSites excluded^‡^AllCerebral malaria0.13 (2,528/337/231)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)A0.91 (0.85--0.97)7.22×10^−3^VN, PNG0.13 (2,528/337/231)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)D0.86 (0.77--0.95)4.54×10^−3^VN, PNG0.13 (2,528/337/231)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)R0.86 (0.74--1)0.06VN, PNGSevere malarial anaemia0.17 (1,566/212/256)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)A1.18 (1.09--1.28)7.48×10^−5^VN, PNG0.17 (1,566/212/256)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)D1.21 (1.06--1.38)5.44×10^−3^VN, PNG0.17 (1,566/212/256)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)R1.53 (1.29--1.82)1.19×10^−6^VN, PNGSevere malaria0.14 (8,536/1,138/986)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)A1.01 (0.97--1.06)0.65VN, PNG0.14 (8,536/1,138/986)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)D0.98 (0.92--1.05)0.58VN, PNG0.14 (8,536/1,138/986)0.15 (11,155/1,701/1,229)R1.09 (0.99--1.2)0.08VN, PNGFemalesCerebral malaria0.14 (1,145/337/38)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)A0.91 (0.81--1.03)0.15VN, PNG0.14 (1,145/337/38)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)D0.88 (0.77--1.01)0.08VN, PNG0.14 (1,145/337/38)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)H0.87 (0.75--1)0.05VN, PNG0.14 (1,145/337/38)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)R1.06 (0.73--1.54)0.75VN, PNGSevere malarial anaemia0.16 (673/212/40)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)A1.11 (0.95--1.29)0.19VN, PNG0.16 (673/212/40)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)D1.04 (0.87--1.24)0.68VN, PNG0.16 (673/212/40)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)H0.93 (0.77--1.13)0.47VN, PNG0.16 (673/212/40)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)R1.86 (1.23--2.81)3.40×10^−3^VN, PNGSevere malaria0.14 (3,729/1,138/132)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)A0.95 (0.88--1.03)0.21VN, PNG0.14 (3,729/1,138/132)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)D0.92 (0.84--1.01)0.07VN, PNG0.14 (3,729/1,138/132)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)H0.9 (0.82--0.99)0.03VN, PNG0.14 (3,729/1,138/132)0.15 (4,933/1,701/168)R1.13 (0.88--1.45)0.33VN, PNGMalesCerebral malaria0.12 (1,379/--/193)0.15 (6,207/--/1,058)M0.82 (0.69--0.98)0.03NG, VN, PNGSevere malarial anaemia0.19 (893/--/216)0.15 (6,222/--/1,061)M1.48 (1.22--1.8)6.58×10^−5^VN, PNGSevere malaria0.15 (4,807/--/854)0.15 (6,222/--/1,061)M1.08 (0.97--1.2)0.14VN, PNG[^2][^3][^4]

To investigate other SNPs, we began by testing individual variants for association with severe malaria, cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia across all study populations. This analysis assumed fixed effects across populations, under a variety of modes of inheritance, for males and females separately (see Materials and methods). Six variants other than G6PD+202 showed evidence of association with severe malarial anaemia (p\<1x10^−3^) but they were all in linkage disequilibrium with G6PD+202 and these associations disappeared after adjusting for the known effects of G6PD+202 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). In these analyses, we corrected for the effects of the sickle-cell trait because of its strong protective effect against both cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. We also examined the HbC variant, and the *ABO, ATP2B4,* and *FREM3/GYPE* loci, which have well-validated protective effects against severe malaria ([@bib31], [@bib32]) and found no evidence that they affected the association of G6PD variants with severe malaria ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). The available data did not allow us to analyse *α* thalassemia across all study sites, but recent analyses at individual study sites have shown no evidence of interaction between the malaria-protective effects of G6PD deficiency and *α* thalassemia ([@bib34]; [@bib60]).10.7554/eLife.15085.005Figure 1.Summary of single SNP tests of association at all sites combined.(**A**) Schematic of genes across the genotyped region plotted relative to evenly spaced positions of SNPs in (B). (**B**) Manhattan plot showing the results of all single SNP tests of association with all severe malaria and with cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia for males, females and all individuals combined for models of association with additive, dominant, recessive and heterozygous (females only) modes of inheritance. Mode of inheritance is indicated as additive (A), dominant (D), recessive (R) or heterozygous (H) only for SNPs with a *P* value \<1×10^−3^, as indicated by the horizontal dashed grey line. See [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed association results. (**C**) As for (B), but results are adjusted for additive effects at G6PD+202. See [Figure 1---source data 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed association results with adjustment for G6PD+202. (**D**) Pairwise *r*^2^ between pairs of SNPs in control individuals. Samples are excluded from analysis at sites where an SNP is monomorphic; this accounts for a variation in sample size across SNPs. Results for SNPs that are monomorphic or extremely rare across all sites (maximum minor allele frequency \<0.01) are not shown. All results are adjusted for gender, ethnicity and the sickle-cell trait. See [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} for detailed forest plots of association at G6PD+202. See [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"} for a summary of genetic heterogeneity of cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia within and across African sites.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.005](10.7554/eLife.15085.005)10.7554/eLife.15085.006Figure 1---source data 1.Single SNP association test results.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.006](10.7554/eLife.15085.006)10.7554/eLife.15085.007Figure 1---source data 2.Single SNP association test results with adjustment for additive effect of G6PD+202.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.007](10.7554/eLife.15085.007)10.7554/eLife.15085.008Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Genetic heterogeneity of severe malaria sub-phenotypes within and across African sites.Bar plots show the posterior probability on each of nine models of association in which effects on cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia sub-phenotypes are fixed, independent or correlated *within* a site combined with being fixed independent or correlated *across* all the sites, as indicated by the different colours; the remainder of the posterior probability is on the null model. The null model is assumed to be most likely 80% of the time; the remaining models are equally likely. Approximate Bayes Factors (ABFs), calculated as the ratio of the marginal likelihoods of a given model and the null model in which there is no effect on any of the subtypes, are used to compare the evidence between models. (See Methods and materials for details and specification of priors.) Estimated effects are calculated for all individuals within each site and adjusted for the sickle-cell trait, ethnicity and sex. Dashed line at posterior probability = 0.2 indicates where the posterior expectation of a non-null model is greater than the prior expectation. Only variants with valid estimates of effect at at least two sites are shown.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.008](10.7554/eLife.15085.008)10.7554/eLife.15085.009Figure 1---figure supplement 2.Association between G6PD deficiency and severe malaria sub-phenotypes stratified by age.ORs and 95% confidence intervals for association with (**A**) G6PD+202 assuming an additive mode of inheritance, and (**B**) for each 10% increase in G6PDd score, adjusted for gender, ethnicity and sickle-cell trait (*HbS*) in yearly age categories. Results are shown for association with cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia for all samples combined excluding (**A**) Vietnam and Papua New Guinea, where G6PD+202T is not found, and (**B**) Vietnam, where the median age of cases is outside the range considered here.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.009](10.7554/eLife.15085.009)10.7554/eLife.15085.010Figure 1---figure supplement 3.Association between G6PD deficiency and severe malaria with and without adjustment for additional genetic factors.ORs and 95% confidence intervals for association with (**A**) G6PD+202 under additive, dominant and recessive modes of inheritance, and (**B**) for each 10% increase in G6PDd score, adjusted for gender, ethnicity and the sickle-cell trait (*HbS*) compared to results with additional adjustment for HbC, *ABO*, *ATP2B4* and *FREM3* (as proxy for *GYPE*). Results are shown for all associations with p\<0.05 in tests of association with all severe malaria and with cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia at each site and for all samples combined.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.010](10.7554/eLife.15085.010)10.7554/eLife.15085.011Table 4.Association signals at loci previously reported to be in association with severe malaria and at loci with the strongest association signals in all individuals at all sites combined, after adjustment for G6PD+202. Odds Ratios (OR), 95% Confidence Intervals (95% CI) and *P* values (*P*) for the optimal genetic model for association with all severe malaria and with two sub-types, cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia, at loci previously reported to be associated with severe malaria or where the best model association *P* value is \<0.01 in fixed effect tests of association at all sites combined. Results are only shown for loci with a minor allele frequency in controls of \>1% or count of \>5: this excludes previously reported loci rs137852328 and rs5030868. Signals are adjusted for the sickle-cell trait, ethnicity, sex and G6PD+202.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.011](10.7554/eLife.15085.011)SNPLocus\*Base changeControl frequency^†^Case phenotypeCase frequency^†^Model^‡^Model OR(95% CI)PSites excluded^§^**Previously reported loci**rs76723693153761240968T\>C0.07 (3,254/210/129)Cerebral malaria0.05 (835/36/20)D0.65 (0.48--0.87)4.60×10^−3^All except GM, ML0.07 (2,930/208/127)Severe malarial anaemia0.07 (421/29/20)A1.06 (0.85--1.31)0.63All except GM0.07 (3,254/210/129)Severe malaria0.05 (2,737/128/70)A0.83 (0.73--0.95)6.83×10^−3^All except GM, MLrs5030872153762655542A\>T0.01 (3,530/48/24)Cerebral malaria0.004 (885/5/1)A0.42 (0.21--0.82)1.15×10^−2^All except GM, ML0.01 (3,530/48/24)Severe malarial anaemia0.02 (636/7/6)R1.62 (0.62--4.26)0.33All except GM, ML0.01 (6,258/50/24)Severe malaria0.01 (5,234/19/12)D0.56 (0.36--0.85)6.99×10^−3^All except GM, ML, BFrs1050829153763492376T\>C0.39 (7,039/3,244/3,771)Cerebral malaria0.36 (1,620/710/746)A0.97 (0.92--1.03)0.30VN, PNG0.39 (7,039/3,244/3,771)Severe malarial anaemia0.42 (955/427/629)R1.12 (0.98--1.28)0.08VN, PNG0.39 (7,039/3,244/3,771)Severe malaria0.39 (5,332/2,278/2,966)R1.05 (0.98--1.13)0.17VN, PNG**Strongest association signals**rs766420153554404C/G0.57 (5,333/3,529/7,792)Cerebral malaria0.60 (975/715/1628)D1.02 (0.93--1.11)0.74None0.57 (5,333/3,529/7,792)Severe malarial anaemia0.64 (550/443/1,168)R0.97 (0.87--1.09)0.63None0.57 (5,333/3,529/7,792)Severe malaria0.6 (3,462/2,464/5,812)R0.93 (0.88--0.98)6.20×10^−3^Noners73573478153761564G/A0.10 (11,710/1,311/740)Cerebral malaria0.12 (2,538/330/196)D1.18 (1.06--1.32)3.30×10^−3^NG, VN, PNG0.10 (11,745/1,315/740)Severe malarial anaemia0.10 (1,721/168/117)D0.94 (0.8--1.09)0.40VN,PNG0.10 (11,745/1,315/740)Severe malaria0.11 (8,904/990/660)R1.11 (0.99--1.25)0.08VN, PNGrs2515905153762075G/A0.19 (10,201/2,061/1,611)Cerebral malaria0.18 (2,315/432/342)R1.13 (0.94--1.36)0.20VN, PNG0.19 (10,201/2,061/1,611)Severe malarial anaemia0.21 (1,444/265/302)R1.39 (1.11--1.75)4.36×10^−3^VN, PNG0.19 (10,201/2,061/1,611)Severe malaria0.19 (7,861/1,423/1,325)R1.21 (1.07--1.37)2.12×10^−3^VN,PNGrs73641103153769889G/A0.01 (11,932/183/82)Cerebral malaria0.02 (2,774/46/36)R1.83 (1.21--2.77)4.20×10^−3^ML, BF, NG, CM, VN, PNG0.02 (13,485/206/92)Severe malarial anaemia0.02 (1,961/28/17)R1.56 (0.9--2.7)0.11NG, VN, PNG0.02 (13,522/208/93)Severe malaria0.02 (10,379/150/94)R1.51 (1.11--2.05)8.11×10^−3^VN, PNGrs7053878153834100T/A0.06 (15,249/739/597)Cerebral malaria0.06 (2,996/153/134)A1.09 (0.99--1.21)0.09GH-N, NG0.06 (15,437/744/600)Severe malarial anaemia0.09 (1,920/77/134)D1.02 (0.82--1.28)0.84NG0.06 (15,437/744/600)Severe malaria0.07 (10,505/475/622)A1.1 (1.03--1.17)6.98×10^−3^NG[^5][^6][^7][^8]

The above analyses assume that variants have the same effects in different locations, but variation in patterns of disease association can arise due to a range of genetic, biological and environmental factors. We therefore evaluated different models of genetic association allowing for heterogeneity of effect at different locations and on different sub-phenotypes (Materials and methods; [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). As expected G6PD+202T showed strong evidence of heterogeneity of effect on different sub-phenotypes, with more than 90% of the posterior weight resting on models indicating different effects on cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. Evidence for heterogeneity of effect was also seen at rs73573478, which showed variation of effect at different locations rather than on different sub-phenotypes. For reasons of sample size, we did not conduct a detailed analysis of sub-types of severe malaria other than cerebral malaria and severe malaria, but summary statistics are available in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In this dataset, the median age of those with severe malarial anaemia was 1.8 years and that of those with cerebral malaria was 3.4 years ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This is consistent with previous studies of severe malaria in African children, which have established that severe malarial anaemia tends to occur at a younger age than cerebral malaria ([@bib39]; [@bib55]). We therefore investigated the possible effect of age on associations with G6PD deficiency, dividing cases of severe malaria into those occurring within two main groups of age \<2 years or 2--6 years. In both age groups, assuming an additive genetic model, the G6PD+202T allele was associated with reduced risk of cerebral malaria (\<2 years, OR = 0.93, 95% CI = 0.82--1.05; 2--6 years, OR = 0.88, 95% CI = 0.81--0.96) and increased risk of severe malarial anaemia (\<2 years, OR = 1.16, 95% CI = 1.05--1.28; 2--6 years, OR = 1.20, 95% CI = 1.06--1.36). We conclude from these findings, and from more detailed estimates of age-specific effects shown in [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}, that the effects of G6PD on the risk of cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia are not significantly affected by age.

Analysis of association with G6PD-deficiency score {#s2-4}
--------------------------------------------------

Most of the G6PD-deficiency variants identified in this study occur at low frequency or are restricted to specific populations, so we have relatively low statistical power to detect association with individual variants other than G6PD+202 and G6PD+376. One way of overcoming this problem is to amalgamate the evidence across multiple variants by considering their phenotypic effects. Although we do not have information on the precise phenotypic effects of each of the variants observed in this study, we can make an approximate estimate of an individual's level of G6PD deficiency based on their genotypes, using the WHO classification of functional severity of known mutations ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). All of the cases and controls were assigned a G6PD deficiency score (G6PDd score), defined as the estimated level of G6PD deficiency for that individual, ranging from 0% (no loss of function) to 100% (total loss of function), and calculated using the scoring system shown in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} (see Materials and methods).10.7554/eLife.15085.012Table 5.Calculation of the G6PD deficiency (G6PDd) score. The G6PDd score is calculated on the basis of the haplotypes at the 15 WHO-classified SNPs. For each haplotype, the loss of normal G6PD function is determined according to the WHO severity class (0, I, II, III or IV) of the most severe mutation carried. See Materials and methods for more details. The G6PDd score for each individual is then the average loss of function across the two haplotypes, where males are treated as homozygous females. For example, the assigned loss of normal G6PD function for a haplotype where the most severe mutation is the class III mutation G6PD+202T is 65, so an individual with this haplotype and another with no deficiency mutations will average a G6PDd score of 32.5. Individuals were further categorized on the basis of their G6PDd score as normal G6PDd (G6PDd score = 0); Low G6PDd (0 \< G6PDd score \< 25, blue boxes); Medium G6PDd (25 ≤ G6PDd score \< 50, yellow boxes); High G6PDd (50 ≤ G6PDd score \< 85, orange boxes); or Very High (G6PDd ≥ 85, red box). Scores not observed in our study are shown in grey boxes.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.012](10.7554/eLife.15085.012)G6PDd scoreHaplotype 1Severity class (loss of normal G6PD function)0 (0)IV (20)III (65)II (95)I (100)**Haplotype 2Severity class** **(Loss of normal G6PD function)0 (0)**01032.547.550**IV (20)**102042.557.560**III (65)**32.542.5658082.5**II (95)**47.557.5809597.5**I (100﻿**506082.597.7100

The mean G6PDd score was 13.5% in controls, 13% in cerebral malaria cases and 16.9% in severe malarial anaemia cases ([Supplementary file 1J](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). If individuals carrying G6PD+202T are excluded, the mean G6PDd score was 6% in controls, 5.6% in cerebral malaria cases and 7.1% in severe malarial anaemia cases. This pattern of a higher mean G6PDd score in severe malarial anaemia cases compared to that in controls and cerebral malaria cases was observed in both males and females and at all sites other than Nigeria, Tanzania and Papua New Guinea ([Supplementary file 1J](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most severe G6PDd score observed was 95%: this was found in 95 individuals, mainly from The Gambia, Vietnam and Papua New Guinea, who were homozygous for a class II mutation ([Supplementary files 1G--I](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We divided the G6PDd score into five categories: normal (G6PDd score = 0); low (0 \< G6PDd score \< 25); medium (25 ≤ G6PDd score \< 50); high (50 ≤ G6PDd score \< 85); and very high (G6PDd score ≥ 85). ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} and Materials and methods.) In this system, the majority of G6PD+202T heterozygotes were categorized as medium and all G6PD+202T homozygotes, including male hemizygotes, were categorized as high. Only individuals carrying less severe WHO class IV mutations were categorized as low and only individuals homozygous for more severe WHO class II mutations had a very high G6PDd score. There were 16,236 individuals in the normal category, 6,633 in low, 3,311 in medium, 2,485 in high, and 95 with very high G6PDd score. No significant effects on cerebral malaria or severe malarial anaemia were observed at low G6PDd score. Individuals with medium G6PDd score had significant protection against cerebral malaria (OR = 0.86, p = 0.04). Individuals with high G6PDd score had a stronger level of protection against cerebral malaria (OR 0.8, p = 3.0x10^−3^) and an increased risk of severe malarial anaemia (OR = 1.49, p = 2.2x10^−6^). Individuals with very high G6PDd score showed the strongest level of protection against cerebral malaria (OR = 0.28, p = 0.03) and an increased risk of severe malarial anaemia (OR = 1.44, p = 0.36), although the latter was not significant due to the smaller sample numbers ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.15085.013Table 6.G6PD deficiency score categorical model association test results. Counts, odds ratios (ORs), 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) and *P*-values are presented for the effect of each category of G6PD deficiency (G6PDd) score, compared to individuals with G6PDd score = 0, for all severe malaria cases and for the two subtypes cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. *P*-value shown in bold is for overall model fit. P-value for the overall model fit. Results are shown for all individuals combined at each site and across all sites. Results are adjusted for the sickle-cell trait, ethnicity and sex. n.c., not calculated.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.013](10.7554/eLife.15085.013)SampleG6PDd score categoryControlsSevere malariaCerebral malariaSevere malarial anaemiaN (%)N (%)OR (95% CI)PN (%)OR (95% CI)PN (%)OR (95% CI)PFemales03,761 (46.4)2,299 (42.6)----672 (42.3)------400 (39.8)------All(0--25)2,132 (26.3)1,626 (30.1)0.98 (0.9--1.08)0.72495 (31.2)1.02 (0.89--1.17)0.81306 (30.4)1.08 (0.9--1.29)0.41(25--50)2,001 (24.7)1,310 (24.3)0.88 (0.8--0.97)8.59E-03377 (23.7)0.83 (0.71--0.96)1.04E-02252 (25.1)1 (0.83--1.21)0.99All(50--85)210 (2.6)156 (2.9)1.02 (0.81--1.28)0.8544 (2.8)0.93 (0.66--1.31)0.6745 (4.5)1.71 (1.16--2.53)6.86E-03≥852 (0)8 (0.1)7.3 (1.43--37.24)0.020 (0)n.cn.c.2 (0.2)9.72 (1.01--93.12)0.05**Overall8,1065,3993.68E-031,588**--**0.061,005**--**0.03**Males05,960 (67.9)4,216 (65.1)------1,212 (68.4)----707 (60)----All(0--25)1,572 (17.9)1,303 (20.1)1.08 (0.99--1.19)0.08342 (19.3)1.01 (0.88--1.16)0.86227 (19.3)1.05 (0.87--1.25)0.63(25--50)0 (0)0 (0)n.cn.c.0 (0)n.cn.c.0 (0)n.cn.c.All(50--85)1,196 (13.6)923 (14.3)1.05 (0.95--1.16)0.35214 (12.1)0.79 (0.67--0.94)6.31E-03236 (20)1.44 (1.2--1.74)1.17E-04≥8555 (0.6)30 (0.5)0.65 (0.4--1.04)0.073 (0.2)0.26 (0.08--0.85)0.039 (0.8)1.24 (0.58--2.67)0.58**Overall8,7836,472**---**0.081,771**---**1.49E-031,179**--**1.97E-03**All09,721 (57.6)6,515 (54.9)----1,884 (56.1)----1,107 (50.7)----All(0--25)3,704 (21.9)2,929 (24.7)1.05 (0.99--1.12)0.12837 (24.9)1.03 (0.93--1.13)0.56533 (24.4)1.05 (0.93--1.19)0.45(25--50)2,001 (11.8)1,310 (11)0.94 (0.86--1.03)0.16377 (11.2)0.86 (0.75--0.99)0.04252 (11.5)0.95 (0.8--1.14)0.6(50--85)1,406 (8.3)1,079 (9.1)1.02 (0.93--1.12)0.71258 (7.7)0.8 (0.69--0.93)2.95E-03281 (12.9)1.49 (1.26--1.76)2.22E-06≥8557 (0.3)38 (0.3)0.87 (0.55--1.36)0.543 (0.1)0.28 (0.09--0.86)0.0311 (0.5)1.44 (0.66--3.17)0.36**AllOverall16,88911,871**--**0.143,359**--**2.29E-042184**--**1.02E-04**10.7554/eLife.15085.014Figure 2.G6PD deficiency score forest plot.Forest plots showing 95% confidence intervals for the effect of each category of G6PDd score on all severe malaria and on two sub-phenotypes, cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. Results are shown for all individuals across all sites combined and are adjusted for the sickle-cell trait, ethnicity and sex. See [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} for details and [Supplementary files 1H--J](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for results at all sites for males, females and all individuals combined.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.014](10.7554/eLife.15085.014)10.7554/eLife.15085.015Figure 2---source data 1.G6PDd score association test results.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.015](10.7554/eLife.15085.015)

We can simplify the above findings by assuming a linear relationship between the log odds of disease and the G6PDd score. In this statistical model, each 10% increase in the G6PDd score decreased the risk of cerebral malaria by approximately 4% (OR = 0.96, p = 5.6x10^−5^) and increased the risk of severe malarial anaemia by approximately 5% (OR = 1.05, p = 1.4x10^−4^) ([Supplementary file 1J](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The effect of G6PDd score on cerebral malaria appeared to be the same for males (OR = 0.96, p = 1.6x10^−3^) and females (OR = 0.96, p = 1.4x10^−2^), whereas its effect on severe malarial anaemia was more pronounced for males (OR = 1.05, p = 1.8x10^−4^) than for females (OR = 1.03, p = 0.12).

Models for balancing selection from opposing effects on cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia {#s2-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These findings provide an opportunity to re-evaluate the evolutionary factors that cause G6PD deficiency to be maintained in human populations. Several lines of evidence indicate that the G6PD+202T allele has been under recent positive selection ([@bib57]; [@bib45]; [@bib59]) and the main driving force for positive selection is thought to be heterozygote advantage against malaria in females ([@bib5]; [@bib29]). These and other recent data confirm that female heterozygotes do have an advantage against cerebral malaria, but raise the question of whether this is a sufficient explanation for current levels of G6PD deficiency, given that female homozygotes and male hemizygotes have increased risk of severe malarial anaemia.

To examine this question, we adapted the theoretical model introduced by Levene ([@bib26]) to model these different selective forces on the frequency of the G6PD+202T allele (see Materials and methods). This necessitated a number of simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the fitness of this allele is determined only by the effects on severe *P. falciparum* malaria described in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}, i.e. we do not consider the possible effect of this allele on the risk of other diseases, including those caused by other *Plasmodium* species and haemolytic anaemia in general. Second, the model requires us to specify the rates of mortality due to severe malaria over the past few thousand years. Childhood malaria mortality rates of approximately 5% have been observed in Africa in the recent past ([@bib13]), but are likely to have been much higher before the advent of malaria control and modern medicine. Cerebral malaria currently has a much higher fatality rate than severe malarial anaemia (in this study, the average case fatality rates were 18% and 5%, respectively), but mortality from severe malarial anaemia is likely to havebeen considerably higher in the past, before the introduction of blood transfusion. For purposes of illustration, we assume that childhood mortality due to malaria has historically been in the range of 10--20%, that all of these deaths were due to cerebral malaria or severe malarial anaemia, and that the mortality rate of cerebral malaria has been approximately twice that of severe malarial anaemia.10.7554/eLife.15085.016Table 7.Fitness arrays suggested by observed OR estimates of effect at G6PD+202 on cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. *A~1~* represents the wild-type allele and *A~2~* the derived allele. In females, odds ratios (ORs) for association with cerebral malaria in derived homozygotes and heterozygotes compared to wild-type homozygotes are 0.87 and \~1, respectively, suggesting a symmetrical heterozygous advantage. In males, the OR for association with cerebral malaria in derived, compared to wild-type, hemizygotes is 0.82, suggesting a moderate fitness difference between male genotypes. For severe malarial anaemia, in females, the ORs in derived homozygotes and heterozygotes, compared to wild-type heterozygotes, are 1.84 and 1, respectively, suggesting selection against derived homozygotes; in males, the OR in derived hemizygotes, compared to wild-type, is 1.48, suggesting selection against derived male hemizygotes. The case fatality rate is estimated to be 20% (*m* = 0.2) for cerebral and 10% (*m* = 0.1) for severe malarial anaemia.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.016](10.7554/eLife.15085.016)GenotypeFemalesMalesA~1~A~1~A~1~A~2~A~2~A~2~A~1~A~2~***w*~11~*w*~12~*w*~22~*w*~1~*w*~2~Cerebral malaria selection**Observed OR\*10.87 (0.75--1)1.02 (0.7--1.48)10.82 (0.69--0.97)Fitness Array^†^1--*s~f~^CM^*11--*s~f~^CM^*1--*s~m~^CM^*1Fitness (***w*)**0.97410.9740.9641**Severe malarial anaemia selection**Observed OR\*10.97 (0.8--1.17)1.84 (1.21--2.79)11.48 (1.22--1.8)Fitness Array^‡^111--*s~f~^SMA^*11--*s~m~^SMA^*Fitness (***w*)**110.95410.968[^9][^10][^11]

We used this simplistic model to investigate the expected change in G6PD+202T allele frequency over time, from a starting value of 0.01, using different assumptions about the proportion of children suffering from severe malaria and about the ratio of severe malaria cases due to cerebral malaria compared to those due to severe malaria anaemia. As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, as long as the proportion of cerebral malaria cases remains greater than approximately 27%, the frequency of G6PD+202T increases over time to an equilibrium value, otherwise it decreases steadily and will be eliminated (dotted black line on red background). We note that this result is not dependent upon the assumed proportion of children suffering from severe malaria; changing this will simply change the time taken to reach equilibrium for any selected ratio of cerebral malaria to severe malarial anaemia cases, not the equilibrium value itself.10.7554/eLife.15085.017Figure 3.Allele frequency of G6PD+202T.Change in the allele frequency of G6PD+202T under the adapted Levene model. We assume an initial frequency of 0.01 in both males and females and that the change in allele frequency depends only on genotype fitness as a consequence of relative exposure to three selective forces: cerebral malaria, severe malarial anaemia and no selection (see Materials and methods). Here we have assumed that, in each generation, 50% of children suffer from severe malaria and show results for different ratios of cerebral malaria to severe malarial anaemia cases, as indicated for each coloured polygon. Within each of these polygons, the solid black lines shows the allele frequencies when thefatality rate of cerebral malaria (severe malarial anaemia) is 20% (10%); the lower bound to 15% (8%); and the upper bound to 25% (12%).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.017](10.7554/eLife.15085.017)

Another way of addressing this question is to consider the number of severe malaria deaths that can be attributed to, or prevented by, the presence of G6PD+202T allele. At increasing levels of allele frequency, we would expect the number of cerebral malaria cases to be reduced and the number of severe malarial anaemia cases to be increased, as shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. For this analysis, we used the odds ratios observed in this study ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}) and assumed a baseline risk of death due to cerebral malaria of 200 per 10,000 individuals and baseline risks of death due to severe malarial anaemia of ¼, ½ and ¾ that of cerebral malaria. When the baseline risk of death due to severe malarial anaemia is half that of cerebral malaria, the equilibrium frequency of G6PD+202T, where the number of lives saved equals the number of lives lost, is approximately 28%; whereas at lower allele frequencies, there are more lives saved than lost, and at higher allele frequencies, there are more lives lost than saved (solid red and solid blue lines [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As the baseline risk of death due to severe malarial anaemia increases relative to that of cerebral malaria, the equilibrium frequency decreases (solid red and dotted blue lines); and conversely, as the risk of death due to severe malarial anaemia decreases relative to that of cerebral malaria, it increases (solid red and dashed blue lines). These equilibrium values are consistent with G6PD+202T allele frequencies observed in the African populations studied here, which ranged from 11% in Cameroon to 28% in Nigeria (excluding The Gambia where there are other deficiency alleles).10.7554/eLife.15085.018Figure 4.Deaths prevented or caused attributable to the genetic effects at G6PD+202.The solid red line shows the number of deaths due to cerebral malaria that are prevented by the presence of G6PD+202T, assuming a baseline risk of death due to cerebral malaria of 200/10,000 individuals. The blue lines show the number of deaths due to severe malarial anaemia that are caused by the presence of G6PD+202T for various baseline risks of death due to severe malarial anaemia, as indicated. The baseline risk of death is the expected number of deaths per 10,000 wild-type individuals, i.e. when the frequency of G6PD+202T is zero. Results are shown as the allele frequency of G6PD+202T increases. Relative risks of disease are estimated by odds ratios observed in this study.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.018](10.7554/eLife.15085.018)

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In contrast to other malaria resistance loci such as sickle cell trait and blood group O, which show highly consistent and statistically significant effects across different locations in this large multi-centre study ([@bib31]), the observed associations with G6PD deficiency are at lower levels of statistical significance and vary between locations ([Supplementary files 1D--J](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib34]; [@bib60]; [@bib49]). This is partly because of the genetic complexity of G6PD deficiency, which is affected by multiple allelic variants and has different effects in males and females. Here, we have simplified the problem by estimating each individual's level of enzyme activity from their genotype, thus enabling an aggregated analysis to be performed across both sexes and all allelic variants. Another complicating factor is that severe malaria comprises a variety of different clinical syndromes, of which cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia are the most commonly diagnosed causes of fatal outcome in African children. We find significant evidence that increasing levels of G6PD deficiency are associated with decreasing risk of cerebral malaria, but with increased risk of severe malarial anaemia. The majority of evidence comes from the large number of individuals carrying the G6PD+202T allele, but it is supported by evidence from a smaller number of individuals carrying alleles with stronger phenotypic effects. The net result is that there is no significant association between G6PD deficiency and severe malaria as a whole. We note that the method used here to calculate G6PDd score is based on a relatively crude classificaiton system of known variants ([@bib66]), and there is a need for additional phenotypic data on the biochemical effects of specific genotypes in order to evaluate the precise relationship between G6PD enzyme function and the risk of different forms of severe malaria.

These findings may help to explain apparent inconsistencies between our findings and those of previous studies, in particular surrounding the question of whether males carrying the G6PD+202T allele are protected against severe malaria. This is the group of individuals in whom the opposing effects of G6PD deficiency on cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia are most apparent ([Tables 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} and [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}) and their overall level of protection against severe malaria might therefore depend on local circumstances. However, there remain unexplained differences in the patterns of association that we have observed in different locations ([Supplementary files 1G--I](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and whilst these might be due to the small sample size of local analyses, it is possible that they reflect true biological differences. Severe childhood anaemia in the tropics is often the result of a combination of factors that include malaria, G6PD deficiency, hookworm, micronutrient deficiency, haemoglobinopathies and other infectious diseases ([@bib6]; [@bib62]; [@bib50]; [@bib24]). Further studies are needed to examine the malaria-protective effects of G6PD deficiency under different environmental conditions, and in particular how these affects may be influenced by other epidemiological variables that act together to cause anaemia in African children.

At first sight, these findings appear to challenge the widely accepted hypothesis that G6PD deficiency has evolved in human populations as a result of balancing selection due to malaria ([@bib1]). They raise the question of how much evolutionary benefit is required to counterbalance the deleterious effects of G6PD deficiency. A small minority of carriers of G6PD deficiency have severe mutations that cause congenital haemolytic anaemia ([@bib7]). The majority are generally asymptomatic apart from an increased risk of neonatal jaundice, unless an event occurs to precipitate an acute episode of haemolytic anaemia ([@bib2][@bib3]; [@bib61]; [@bib23]). Haemolysis-precipitating events include certain drugs, dietary factors (e.g. fava beans) and infectious disease. The antimalarial drug primaquine, which is of great practical importance for the treatment and elimination of *P. vivax* malaria, can precipitate severe and sometimes fatal haemolytic anaemia in G6PD-deficient individuals ([@bib8]).

Here we consider a different formulation of the balancing-selection hypothesis, in which the main evolutionary benefit of G6PD deficiency is decreased risk of cerebral malaria, and its main evolutionary disadvantage is increased risk of severe malarial anaemia. We modeled this evolutionary scenario, assuming that childhood mortality resulting from severe malaria has historically been in the range of 10--20%, that all of these deaths were due to cerebral malaria or severe malarial anaemia, and that the mortality rate of cerebral malaria has been approximately twice that of severe malarial anaemia. In this model, G6PD deficiency was positively selected and rose to an equilibrium value as long as \>27% of the severe malaria cases were due to cerebral malaria. We also took an epidemiological approach to this question, by considering the number of severe malaria cases that can be attributed to, or prevented by, the presence of the G6PD+202T allele. If we assume a case fatality rate of 20% for cerebral malaria and 10% for severe malarial anaemia in the absence of treatment then, based on the odds ratios observed in this study, the epidemiological equilibrium state -- where the number of lives saved equals the number of lives lost -- would be achieved at a G6PD+202T allele frequency of 28%. This is consistent with the 18% median allele frequency that we observe in African populations where G6PD+202T is the only major deficiency allele.

The evolutionary and epidemiological models presented here are simplistic; for example, they do not consider the potential impact of spatial and temporal heterogeneity ([@bib46]) and they make very approximate assumptions about past prevalence and mortality rates. These models ignore other potential costs and benefits of G6PD deficiency, such as mortality due to G6PD-induced haemolytic anaemia that is unrelated to malaria or infant mortality due to G6PD-associated neonatal jaundice, and the possible protective effects of G6PD deficiency against infectious diseases other than *P. falciparum* malaria. Of particular interest for future investigation is the evolutionary significance of the protective effect of G6PD deficiency against *P. vivax* ([@bib28]; [@bib25]), a parasite species which appears to have played an important historical role in human evolutionary selection, as evidenced by the selective sweep of the Duffy-negative blood group that confers resistance to *P. vivax* across sub-Saharan Africa ([@bib27]). With these caveats, the present findings indicate the need for a new formulation of the balancing-selection hypothesis, in which G6PD polymorphism is maintained in human populations, at least in part, by an evolutionary trade-off between different adverse outcomes of *P. falciparum* infection.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Samples and phenotypes {#s4-1}
----------------------

Cases and controls were recruited from 12 MalariaGEN study sites ([Supplementary file 1A](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cases of severe malaria were recruited on admission to hospital, usually as part of a larger program of clinical research on malaria, designed and led by local investigators. A population control group, with similar ethnic composition to the cases, was recruited at each of the study sites: cord blood samples were used as population controls at several study sites. The cases and controls included children from 213 different ethnic groups of which 41 comprised at least 5% of individuals at a study site; these included Mandinka, Jola, Wollof, Fula (Gambia); Bambara, Malinke, Peulh, Sarakole (Mali); Mossi (Burkina Faso); Akan, Frarra, Nankana, Kasem (Ghana); Yoruba (Nigeria); Bantu, Semi-Bantu (Cameroon); Chonyi, Giriama, Kauma (Kenya); Mzigua, Wasambaa, Wabondei (Tanzania); Chewa (Malawi); Madang, Sepik (Papua New Guinea); Kinh (Viet Nam). For purposes of analysis, we classified ethnic groups with very small sample size (less than 5% of individuals at any study site) as 'other'. Details of study design at individual sites, collection of clinical and genotype data as well as local epidemiological conditions including malaria endemicity are described in detail elsewhere ([@bib30], [@bib31]) and information about each of the partner studies can be found the Malaria Genomic Epidemiology Network (MalariaGEN) website (see URLs).

The normalised data from each study site were combined to ascertain phenotypes in a standardised manner across the entire data set. A case of severe malaria was defined as an individual admitted to a hospital or clinic with *P. falciparum* parasites in the blood film and with clinical features of severe malaria as defined by WHO criteria ([@bib64], [@bib65]). Severe malaria comprises a number of overlapping syndromes; the most commonly reported being cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. In keeping with standard criteria, cerebral malaria is defined here as a case of severe malaria with Blantyre Coma Score of \<3 for a child, or a Glasgow Coma Score of \<9 for an adult. Severe malarial anaemia is defined here as a case of severe malaria with a hemoglobin level of \<5g/dl or a hematocrit level of \<15%. In this report, we do not attempt to classify other severe malaria syndromes such as respiratory distress, which are more complicated to standardise between study sites. A total of 38,926 individual records comprising 16,433 cases of severe malaria and 22,492 controls were obtained from across the 12 study sites ([Supplementary file 1A](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Data were missing for gender in 4% of records and for ethnic group in 2% of records. 33,138 samples were retained for genotyping ([Supplementary file 1B](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Ethics {#s4-2}
------

All studies were collected under the approval of the appropriate ethics committees, and all participants gave informed consent. Please refer to [Supplementary file 1A](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and the MalariaGEN website (see URLs) for further details.

Genotyping {#s4-3}
----------

As the starting point for analysis of genetic variation at the *G6PD* locus in these samples, we identified 251 known variants in a survey of the literature and polymorphism databases and an additional 57 variants using targeted Sanger sequencing of the *G6PD* locus in 288 individuals comprising 48 randomly selected from Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Kenya, Nigeria, Papua New Guinea and Vietnam. A set of four Sequenom multiplexes was designed for 135 of these SNPs with priority assigned according to proximity to the *G6PD* locus, evidence of a functional role and feasibility of assay design ([Supplementary files 2A,B](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These assays were first tested on a set of 90 HapMap DNA samples each from the CEU and YRI populations. Failing assays were removed and a new set of multiplexes (W1186-W1189) was re-configured containing 107 assays. They were used to genotype a set 100 individuals randomly selected from each of the populations in the study plus the 288 sequenced samples ([Supplementary file 2C](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This provided information on assay performance and population allele frequencies and was used to reduce the number of SNPs carried forward into the main study for reasons of economy and scale: 59 SNPs were selected for a final set of three multiplexes based on location in the exons of *G6PD*, the introns of *G6PD*, the first 5 kb of the 5\' sequence of *G6PD*, and the frequency in the screen populations. Nine additional SNPs were subsequently added that were shown to be in long-range-haplotypes with *G6PD* ([@bib45]) ([Supplementary file 2A](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The reduction from four multiplexes into three multiplexes using existing working assay designs was managed using the Sequenom AssayDesigner software and replexing feature. The final SNPs set comprised 3 multiplexes containing 68 SNPs, of which 54 are assigned to *G6PD* ([Supplementary file 2D](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The two *G6PD* SNPs (rs1050828 and rs1050829) typed in our previous study ([@bib31]) were also included, resulting in 70 SNPs available for analysis. They ranged from rs763737 at 153,278,307 bp to rs60030796 at 153,836,171 bp (where coordinates are referenced to GRCh37, dbSNP137 and Ensembl build 84). All retained samples were genotyped at these 70 SNPS. Genotype data for these samples were also available within a set of SNPs with prior evidence of association with severe malaria phenotypes, including the sickle hemoglobin (*HbS*) variant, rs334. The above SNPs were genotyped using whole-genome amplified DNA on the Sequenom iPLEX Mass-Array platform (Agena Biosciences, Hamburg, Germany) as described elsewhere ([@bib31])

Following genotyping of the final set of 70 SNPs, five SNPs were removed because of missing data in more than 30% of samples. 2,918 individuals were removed because of missing data in more than 20% of the remaining 65 SNPs ([Supplementary file 1B](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and 1,460 individuals were removed because of missing severe malaria classification, leaving 11,871 severe malaria cases and 16,889 controls ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), and 65 SNPs ([Supplementary file 1C](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), for further analysis.

Phasing {#s4-4}
-------

The X chromosome is paired (diploid) in females and haploid in males. Male haplotypes are therefore phase-known but female haplotypes require phasing. We phased female haplotypes using Shapeit2 ([@bib11]). In order to verify the accuracy of phasing, half of the male phase-known haplotypes (8,030 of 16,060) were randomly paired to produce 4,015 phase-known ('pseudo-female') samples, and phasing was repeated for a simulated dataset comprising the remaining 8,030 males, all the females and the 4,015 phase-known samples. The resulting phased haplotypes in the 4,015 pseudo-female samples were compared to the phase-known haplotypes.

The phased and phase-known haplotypes from the pseudo female samples were then compared by recording the mismatches at heterozygous loci. For each sample, each phased haplotype was assumed to represent phasing for the phase-known haplotype with the fewest mismatches. In our data, 71% of the haplotypes had less than 10% of the haplotype incorrectly phased across the 65 SNPS. Across the 15 SNPs with a WHO classified G6PD deficiency classification, 83% of haplotypes had less than 10% of the haplotype incorrectly phased. Phasing of the original data is expected to have greater accuracy than the phasing of the simulated data because the simulated data effectively have 8,030 fewer phase-known samples and 4,105 more phase-unknown samples than the original data.

G6PD deficiency score {#s4-5}
---------------------

The WHO classification system divides G6PD deficiency variants into four classes of severity ([@bib66]):

I. Severe mutations; total loss of normal G6PD function

II\. Intermediate; \>90% loss of normal G6PD function

III\. Mild; 40--90% loss of normal G6PD function

IV\. Asymptomatic; 0--40% of normal G6PD function

Using phased data at the 15 SNPs with a WHO classification, a quantitative measure of G6PD deficiency for each individual was calculated. Each phased haplotype of 15 SNPs was assigned to one of the four classes of deficiency according to the most severe deficiency variant carried. The loss of normal G6PD function for the haplotype was then assigned according to that class. The WHO classification specifies a range of values for each class of deficiency and here we used the median of the range:

-   Haplotypes carrying no mutation = 0.

-   Haplotypes carrying a class I mutation = 100

-   Haplotypes carrying a class II mutation = 95

-   Haplotypes carrying a class III mutation = 65

-   Haplotypes carrying a class IV mutation = 20

The G6PDd score for each *individual* was then calculated as the average of the assigned loss of function over each of their two *haplotypes*, where males are treated as homozygous females ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). Observed G6PDd score ranged from 0 to 95. For example, individuals heterozygous for WHO class III variant G6PD+202T and no other mutations scored 65; female homozygotes and male hemizygotes for G6PD+202T scored 80.

Individuals were further categorized on the basis of their G6PDd score as Normal (G6PDd score = 0); Low (0 \< G6PDd score \<25, blue boxes in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}); Medium (25 ≤ G6PDd score \<50, yellow boxes in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}); High (50 ≤ G6PDd score \<85, orange boxes in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}); or Very high (G6PDd score ≥85, red boxes in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}).

In our sample of 28,760 individuals included in the final analysis, there were only six individuals (\<0.02%) who carried more than one mutation on the same phased chromosome, making them potentially vulnerable to an incorrectly calculated G6PDd score in the event of incorrect phasing. These six individuals comprised three females from Gambia, who carried two class II mutations, and two females from Ghana (Kumasi) and one from Burkina Faso, who carried two class III mutations.

Statistical association analysis {#s4-6}
--------------------------------

We drew on both classical and Bayesian statistical approaches to assess evidence for association. All statistical analyses were primarily written and performed using the statistical software environment R (see URLs).

### Standard fixed effects analyses {#s4-6-1}

In primary analyses, standard fixed effects logistic regression methods were used for tests of association with severe malaria and sub-types at each SNP under additive, dominant, recessive and heterozygous models. Analyses were run separately at each site and then at all sites combined, both for males and females separately and in combination. When examining all sites combined, sites where a SNP was monomorphic were excluded from the analysis. Results were adjusted for sickle hemoglobin (*HbS*), gender and ethnicity. Ethnicity was not shared across any sites. Here, we report on analyses looking for evidence of association with severe malaria and with the two sub-types of fatal severe malaria that are most commonly diagnosed in African children, namely cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. For reasons of sample size, we did not conduct a detailed analysis of other sub-types of severe malaria, or of those individuals who had *both* cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia, but summary statistics are available in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Males were treated as homozygous females and so for analysis of males only, dominant, recessive and additive models are equivalent and the heterozygous model is redundant; in this case, we refer to the model as hemizygote and note that the odds ratios (OR) correspond to the change in odds of disease for males hemizygous for the derived allele compared to males hemizygous for the ancestral allele. For combined analyses of males and females at X-chromosome SNPS, robust estimates of variance were used to account for the unequal variance ([@bib10]) and all models are then appropriate. Significance, ORs and 95% confidence intervals were derived from Wald tests applied to regression coefficients. Results are presented with respect to the association between the derived (non-ancestral allele) and the severe malaria phenotype in question. A *P*-value for heterogeneity of the effect of each SNP between severe malaria sub-phenotypes cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia was calculated in a logistic regression framework by comparing cerebral-malaria-only cases against severe-malarial-anaemia-only cases. Standard fixed effects logistic regression methods were used to test associations with the G6PDd score with and without adjustment for an additive effect at G6PD+202. To calculate the G6PDd score, the data was phased using SHAPEIT2 ([@bib12]). See *Phasing* for more details.

### Adjustment for additional risk factors {#s4-6-2}

To investigate the impact of age on risk of severe malaria, we used logistic regression to estimate odds ratios for the risk of cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia in cases of various age strata compared to controls. [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"} shows forest plots for the effects of G6PD+202T and the G6PDd score on cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia in cases in yearly intervals from age 0--6 years and greater than six years, compared to controls. We note that our study is based on a multi-centre collection of severe malaria cases and population controls and was not designed to enable a rigorous study of the effects of age as a possible factor. For this analysis, we have grouped all controls together, assuming that the allele frequency observed in controls is representative of the population allele frequency and that it does not change with age.

To investigate the influence of known genetic factors on association with severe malaria at the *G6PD* gene, we re-analyzed the association between G6PD+202 and the G6PDd score with adjustment for *ABO* (*rs8176719*), *ATP2B4* (*rs10900585*), *FREM3/GYPE* (*rs149914432*) and *HbC* (*rs33930165*). Genotype data for these SNPs for individuals in our study were available from our previous study ([@bib31]). [Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"} shows ORs and 95% confidence intervals for each test of association (only shown for tests with *P*-value \< 0.05) with and without adjustment for these additional factors.

### Genetic heterogeneity {#s4-6-3}

To allow for possible differences in genetic effects on the two severe malaria sub-phenotypes --- cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia --- within and across sites, we compared different models of association in a Bayesian statistical framework as described in detail elsewhere ([@bib31]). In brief, we calculated Approximate Bayes Factors (ABF) for nine models of association, allowing for all combinations of fixed and independent effects on phenotypes within and across sites. For each SNP, we assumed that the log odds ratio of association was normally distributed with a mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.4. To model fixed, independent or correlated effects both within and across sites, we set correlation parameters between sub-phenotypes to 1, 0.1 and 0.96, respectively. Multinomial regression was used to make independent maximum likelihood estimates of the effect of each SNP on cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia, using cases with either cerebral malaria only or with severe malarial anaemia only. Estimates were adjusted for sex, ethnicity and sickle-cell trait (rs334) and were made separately for males and females, with males being treated as homozygous females; meta-analysis was used to make combined estimates for males and females. The posterior probability of each model was then calculated as the relative size of its ABF compared to that of all other models considered and evidence for heterogeneity was assessed by comparing the posterior probabilities of the selected models.

Theoretical model for a balanced polymorphism {#s4-7}
---------------------------------------------

In order to examine how the different effects observed in males and females in cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia could lead to a balanced polymorphism at G6PD+202, we have adapted the theoretical model introduced by Levene ([@bib26]) to model the allele frequency over time of an X-linked locus allowing for multiple selective forces. In this simple model, it is assumed that the population mates at random and that the progeny then settle at random into one of multiple mutually exclusive 'niches'. There is then differential mortality in each niche before random mating across all niches produces the next generation. Here, we are adapting Levene's concept of a 'niche' to represent a proportion of the population suffering from a particular severe malaria sub-phenotype, and then modelling the allele frequency as a combination of the selective effects from multiple niches over time and space.

We now derive the conditions for a polymorphism as a result of a different selection regime in each niche at an X-linked locus. Consider an X-linked biallelic locus with alleles *a* and *A*. For the *i*^th^ niche: let *p~m,i~* and *p~f,i~* be the frequencies of *a* in males and females; *q~m,i~* and *q~f,i~* the corresponding frequencies for *A; w~aa.i~*, *w~aA.i~* and *w~AA.i~* the fitness of females carrying *aa*, *aA* and *AA* genotypes, respectively; and *w~a~* and *w~A~* the fitness of males carrying *a* and *A* alleles. Recursion equations give the next generation's male and female allele frequencies as a function of the current generation's ([@bib15]):$$q_{m,i}^{\prime} = \frac{q_{f}w_{A,i}}{\ p_{f}w_{a,i} + \ q_{f}w_{A,i}}$$$$q_{f,i}^{\prime} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{\left( {p_{f}q_{m} + q_{f}p_{m}} \right)w_{aA,i} + 2q_{f}q_{m}w_{AA,i}}{\ p_{f}p_{m}w_{aa,i} + \left( {p_{f}q_{m} + \ q_{f}p_{m}} \right)w_{aA,i} + \ q_{f}q_{m}w_{AA,i}}$$

Suppose in general that there are *n* niches, and that *c~i ~*is the proportion of individuals from niche *i,* then the mean frequency of the next generation's male and female alleles is$$q_{m}^{\prime} = \sum_{i = 1}^{n}c_{i}q_{m,i}^{\prime}$$$$q_{f}^{\prime} = \sum_{i = 1}^{n}c_{i}q_{f,i}^{\prime}$$

If there are equal numbers of males and females in the population, then two-thirds of the alleles are in the females and one-third are in males for this X-linked locus and the mean allele frequency in the next generation will be$$q^{\prime} = \frac{2}{3}q_{f}^{\prime} + \frac{1}{3}q_{m}^{\prime}$$

When allele *A* is rare, *q~m~* and *q~f~* are close to zero, and [Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Equation 4](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"} approximate to$$q_{m}^{\prime} = q_{f}\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{c_{i}w_{A,i}}{w_{a,i}}$$$$q_{f}^{\prime} = \frac{\left( {q_{m} + q_{f}} \right)}{2}\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{c_{i}w_{aA,i}}{w_{aa,i}}$$

The *A* allele can invade when the larger eigenvalue of the Jacobian of this system of equations is greater than one ([@bib16]; [@bib42]): the approximate invasion condition for allele *A* is:$$\left( {1 + \sum_{i = 1}^{n}c_{i}\frac{w_{a,i}}{w_{A,i}}} \right)\left( {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}c_{i}\frac{w_{aA,i}}{2w_{AA,i}}} \right) > 1$$

Similarly, it can be shown that the approximate invasion condition for allele *a* is:$$\left( {1 + \sum_{i = 1}^{n}c_{i}\frac{w_{A,i}}{w_{a,i}}} \right)\left( {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}c_{i}\frac{w_{aA,i}}{2w_{aa,i}}} \right) > 1$$

A balanced polymorphism is possible for an X-linked allele under spatial variation when [Equation 8](#equ8){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Equation 9](#equ9){ref-type="disp-formula"} are simultaneously satisfied.

In our application, we have three 'niches', or equivalently, a combination of three selective forces: cerebral malaria, severe malarial anaemia and no malaria. Essentially, the proportion of individuals in each niche is a proxy for the proportion of children suffering from the corresponding severe malaria subphenotype, or not suffering from severe malaria. In the absence of severe malaria, we assume that all selection coefficients are zero, otherwise, we estimate the selection coefficients for the different genotypes from our estimated ORs ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}). If the OR indicates a protective effect (OR \<1), then the estimated selection coefficient against disease for that genotype can be estimated as s = *m*(1--OR), where *m* is the case fatality rate ([@bib19]; [@bib18]). Hedrick ([@bib17]) suggests a value of *m* = 0.1 for severe malaria to take into account mortality over many generations when malaria was endemic as well as the cumulative mortality of individuals with malaria prior to reproduction. As reports estimate that cerebral malaria has a mortality rate that is twice that of severe malarial anaemia ([@bib56]), we use *m* = 0.1 for severe malarial anaemia and *m* = 0.2 for cerebral malaria. In African studies of children aged 0--5 years ([@bib48]), it has been estimated that the current prevalence of coma and anaemia in severe *P. falciparum* malaria is 38% and 52%, respectively, indicating a ratio of 42:58 of cerebral malaria to severe malarial anaemia cases. The change in the frequency of G6PD+202T over time for this ratio and others, assuming an initial frequency of 0.01 and that 50% of children suffer from severe malaria, is shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

Deaths prevented or caused attributable to genetic effects at G6PD+202 {#s4-8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The risk ratio (RR), which can be estimated by the odds ratio, is a measure of the strength of association between one or more risk factors (here the genotypes) and an outcome (here severe malaria). In order to provide information about the importance of the risk factors at the population level, the frequency of the risk factors must be taken into consideration. Let D be an indicator of disease (D = 1 if affected and D = 0 otherwise). The total risk of disease is$$P\left( {D = 1} \right) = f\sum_{g}RR_{g}P\left( g \right)$$

where *g* denotes the set of risk factors, *f* the baseline risk of disease and *RR~g~* the relative risk of risk factor *g* compared to the baseline.$~~~~~~~~~~$

Consider a genotype *g* at an X-linked disease susceptibility locus with alleles *a* and *A*, where allele A is considered to be the risk allele. Let *p~A~* denote the frequency of allele A, assumed to be the same in both males and females, and f*~g~*= Pr(D = 1\|*g*) the risk of disease in individuals carrying genotype *g*. Furthermore, let RR*~g~* = f*~g~*/f*~aa~* denote the relative risk in females carrying genotypes *g* = *aA*, *AA*, respectively, compared to those carrying the baseline genotype *aa* and, similarly, let RR~A~ = f*~A~*/f*~a~* denote the relative risk in males carrying genotype *A* compared to those carrying the baseline genotype *a*. Assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and applying ([Equation 10](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}) above$$$$

Using ([Equations 11 and 12](#equ11){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and assuming equal numbers of males and females, a common baseline risk of disease, *f* = *f~aa~* = *f~a~*, and common case fatality rate (*m*) in both males and females, it is then straightforward to show that the expected number of deaths (*N~D~*) due to disease in a population of size N is$$N_{D} = \ \frac{1}{2}\left( {\left( {1 - p_{A}} \right)\left( {2 - p_{A}} \right) + 2RR_{aA}p_{A}\left( {1 - p_{A}} \right) + \ RR_{AA}p_{A}^{2} + \ RR_{A}p_{A}} \right) \times \ N \times f \times m$$

Note that *Nfm* is the expected number of deaths due to disease in a population of size *N* when the frequency of the risk allale A is zero (*p~A~* = 0) and is referred to as the baseline number of deaths per population size N, or baseline risk. Number of deaths for a given frequency that are attributable to allele *A* is then calculated as *N~D~ -- Nfm*. When allele *A* is protective, *N~D~ -- Nfm* \<0, indicating deaths prevented that are attributable to allele *A*; when allele *A* is risk, *N~D~ -- Nfm* \> 0, indicating deaths caused that are attributable to allele *A*.

Assuming RRs of 1.84 (1.48) for risk of severe malarial anaemia in females homozygous (males hemizygous) for G6PD+202T compared to wild-type homozygotes (hemizygotes) (per OR estimates in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}) and null risks otherwise, we calculate *N~D~* for various values of *Nfm* as the allele frequency *p~A ~*varies. We also calculate similar values for cerebral malaria assuming RRs of 0.87 (0.82) for risk of cerebral malaria in females heterozygous (males hemizygous) for G6PD+202T compared to wild-type homozygotes (hemizygotes) (per OR estimates in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}) and null risks otherwise. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows \|*N~D~ -- Nfm*\| as a function of *p~A~* for selected baseline risks.
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###### 

\(A\) Summary of study designs of contributing partner studies to MalariaGEN Consortial Project 1 (CP1). (B) Genotyped sample distribution. (C) Summary of 65 SNPs selected for analysis and successfully genotyped. (D) G6PD+202 female association test results. (E) G6PD+202 male association test results. (F) G6PD+202 all individuals association test results. (G) G6PD-deficiency score female categorical model female association test results. (H) G6PD-deficiency score categorical model male association test results. (I) G6PD-deficiency score categorical model all individuals association test results. (J) G6PD-deficiency score additive model association test results.

**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.15085.019](10.7554/eLife.15085.019)
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###### 

\(A\) SNP selection across *G6PD* region for genotyping. (B) SpectroDESIGNER assay design file for 135 *G6PD* locus SNPs in four multiplexes. (C) SpectroDESIGNER assay design file for 107 *G6PD* locus SNPs in four multiplexes. (D) SpectroDESIGNER assay design file for 68 G6PD locus SNPs in three multiplexes.
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Decision letter

Krzych

Urszula

Reviewing editor

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

,

United States

In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Multi-centre analysis of the association between severe malaria and multiple forms of G6PD deficiency\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor, Urszula Krzych, and Prabhat Jha as the Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

The authors previously published their observations concerning an association between G6PD deficiency alleles and decreased risk of cerebral malaria risk as well as increased risk of severe malarial anaemia. In this paper, the authors examine the effect of other forms, both known and novel, of G6PD deficiently on susceptibility to malaria. This study represents a multi-centre analysis, including 11,871 cases of severe malaria caused by *Plasmodium falciparum* and 16,889 population controls from 11 countries representing Africa, Asia and Oceania. The observations revealed that when considered as combined, all forms of G6PD deficiency associate with decreased risk of cerebral malaria. In contrast, the risk of several malarial anaemia increases, with the loss of G6PD function. This study of the relationship of the different forms of G6PD to malaria is timely as the current results will help to resolve lingering uncertainties of the health benefits and costs of carrying these alleles. Overall this is an interesting study that includes new data and interesting modeling of population effects. The results provide strong evidence that malaria was a driving force in positive selection for G6PD trait, or at least for G6PD+202T. The manuscript is well written with generally clear explanations of the methods employed and results obtained.

Essential revisions:

Although the reviewers expressed some concern about the significance of these findings vis-à-vis the authors\' previously published works, the additional explanations provided separately upon editor's request mitigate these issues. However, the authors need to include some aspects of the explanations in the appropriate sections of the revised version of the manuscript.

In addition, please comment:

1\) About the other common genetic resistance factors that might have influenced the observed outcome.

2\) Age as a possible factor.

3\) A broader influence of G6PD on susceptibility to anemia.

10.7554/eLife.15085.022

Author response

\[...\] Essential revisions:

*Although the reviewers expressed some concern about the significance of these findings vis-à-vis the authors\' previously published works, the additional explanations provided separately upon editor's request mitigate these issues. However, the authors need to include some aspects of the explanations in the appropriate sections of the revised version of the manuscript.*

The Abstract, Introduction and Discussion have been extensively revised to highlight fundamental questions arising from the published literature, including our own recent work, and to set out more clearly and concisely the purpose of this study and the significance of the findings. For example:

Introduction, final paragraph: "The present study had two main aims. The first aim was to perform a more comprehensive analysis of how an individual's level of G6PD deficiency affects the risk of severe malaria in general, and of cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia in particular. \[...\] The second aim of the study was to explore evolutionary and epidemiological models based on these new findings to re-examine the hypothesis that *Plasmodium falciparum* malaria is a major force for G6PD balancing selection."

Discussion, first paragraph: "In contrast to other malaria resistance loci such as sickle cell trait and blood group O, which show highly consistent and statistically significant effects across different locations in this large multi-centre study, the observed associations with G6PD deficiency are at lower levels of statistical significance and vary between locations. \[...\] The majority of evidence comes from the large number of individuals carrying the G6PD+202T allele, but it is supported by evidence from a smaller number of individuals carrying alleles with stronger phenotypic effects."

Discussion, final three paragraphs: "At first sight, these findings appear to challenge the widely-accepted hypothesis that G6PD deficiency has evolved in human populations as a result of balancing selection due to malaria (Allison, 1960). \[...\] With these caveats, the present findings indicate the need for a new formulation of the balancing selection hypothesis, in which G6PD polymorphism is maintained in human populations, at least in part, by an evolutionary tradeoff between different adverse outcomes of *P. falciparum* infection."

In addition, the presentation of our models for the investigation of whether G6PD polymorphism is maintained by balancing selection due to malaria has been simplified. This has not resulted in any material changes to results or overall conclusions.

In addition, please comment:

*1) About the other common genetic resistance factors that might have influenced the observed outcome.*

New analyses of this question are presented in the Results, with a new supplementary figure ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}), and in the Materials and methods section "Adjustment for additional risk factors".

Results, Analysis of association with individual variants, second paragraph: "In these analyses we corrected for the effects of sickle-cell trait because of its strong protective effect against both cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia. We also examined the ABO, ATP2B4, FREM3/GYPE loci which have well-validated protective effects against severe and found no evidence that they affected the association of G6PD variants with severe malaria ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"})."

*2) Age as a possible factor.*

New analyses of this question are presented in the Results, with a new supplementary figure ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}), and in the Materials and methods section "Adjustment for additional risk factors."

Results, Analysis of association with individual variants, fourth paragraph: "In this dataset, the median age of severe malarial anaemia cases was 1.8 years and that of cerebral malaria was 3.4 years ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). \[...\] We conclude from these findings, and from more detailed estimates of age-specific effects shown in [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}, that the effects of G6PD on risk of cerebral malaria and severe malarial anaemia are not significantly affected by age."

*3) A broader influence of G6PD on susceptibility to anemia.*

The discussion has been extensively revised including a broader perspective on the complex relationship between G6PD deficiency and anaemia:

Discussion, second paragraph: "Severe childhood anaemia in the tropics is often the result of a combination of factors that include malaria, G6PD deficiency, hookworm, micronutrient deficiency, haemoglobinopathies and other infectious diseases. Further studies are needed to examine the malaria-protective effects of G6PD deficiency under different enviromental conditions, and in particular how this may be affected by other epidemiological variables that act together to cause anaemia in African children."

Discussion, third paragraph: "At first sight, these findings appear to challenge the widely-accepted hypothesis that G6PD deficiency has evolved in human populations as a result of balancing selection due to malaria. \[...\] The antimalarial drug primaquine, which is of great practical importance for the treatment and elimination of *P. vivax* malaria, can precipitate severe and sometimes fatal haemolytic anaemia in G6PD deficient individuals."

[^1]: \*Four sites used cord blood controls (i.e. age 0).

[^2]: \*Derived allele frequency and counts of wild-type homozygotes, heterozygotes and derived homozygotes, where male hemizygotes are counted as female homozygotes.

[^3]: ^†^Models are additive (A), dominant (D), recessive (R) heterozygous model (H) or male hemizygous (M).

[^4]: ^‡^Sites at which an SNP is monomorphic in either cases or controls are excluded from the combined analysis. NG, Nigeria; VN, Vietnam; PNG, Papua New Guinea.

[^5]: \*Locus refers to NCBI Build 37.

[^6]: ^†^Derived allele frequency and counts of wild-type homozygotes, heterozygotes and derived homozygotes where male hemizygotes are counted as female homozygotes.

[^7]: ^‡^Models are additive (A), dominant (D) or recessive (R).

[^8]: ^§^Sites at which an SNP is monomorphic in either cases or controls are excluded from the combined analysis. GM, Gambia; ML, Mali; BF, BurkinaFaso; GH_N, Ghana (Noguchi); NG, Nigeria; CM, Cameroon; VN, Vietnam; PNG, Papua New Guinea.

[^9]: \*Odds ratios are estimated from a genotypic model and are adjusted for sickle-cell trait and ethnicity.

[^10]: ^†^*s~f~^CM^* = *m*(1--OR) = 0.2 (1 0.87) = 0.26. *s~m~^CM^* = 0.2(1--0.82) = 0.036.

[^11]: ^‡^*s~f~^SMA^* = *m* (1--1/OR) = 0.1 (1--1/1.84) = 0.046; *s~m~^SMA^* = m(1--1/OR) = 0.1 (1 1/1.48) = 0.032.
